K-line profiles emitted from a warm dense plasma environment are used for diagnostics of Ar droplet plasmas created by high energy laser pulses. We observe temperature gradients within the Ar droplet from cold temperatures of the order of some 10 eV up to higher temperatures of about 170 eV. Non-perturbative wave functions are calculated as well as ionization energies, binding energies and relevant emission energies using a chemical ab initio code. The plasma screening is considered within a perturbative approach to the Hamiltonian. The plasma effect influences the many-particle system resulting in energy shifts due to electron-ion and electron-electron interaction. With this approach we get a good reproduction of spectral features that are strongly influenced by ionization and excitation processes within the plasma. Comparing with the widely known FLYCHK code, counting for internal degrees of freedom (bound states) and treating pressure ionization within our quantum statistical approach leads
Introduction
Plasma diagnostics using K α fluorescence spectra allows to investigate properties of warm dense matter. This work focuses on the bulk temperature distribution of plasmas created from Ar droplets irradiated by high energy laser pulses with a power of 10 19 W/cm 2 , Ref. [1] . According to the high intensity, matter at temperatures between some 10 eV to 200 eV (bulk) and up to 1 MeV (blow-off) is created, so that most of the atoms are ionized and a wide range of different ion species is observed. To penetrate the plasma, the radiation frequencies ω have to be larger than the plasma frequency ω pl = nee 2 0me
, where n e is the density and m e is the mass of free electrons [2, 3] . The solid atomic density of Ar is n tot = 2.636 × 10 22 cm −3 . Accordingly, free electron densities vary between 10 22 − 10 24 cm −3 depending on the ionization degree of the excited Ar plasma.
Considering these free electron densities, x-rays are needed to investigate those plasmas. Due to laser plasma interaction the argon radiates K α lines at 2957 eV and above, which can be used to infer the plasma parameters. To describe the plasma in the microscopic atomic region and its emission spectra as well, one has to consider in detail the influence of the plasma environment on the ionic potential, the electron-electron and the electron-ion interaction [4] . An electron is excited from E 0 (ground state) to E i (initial state), and then, a photon is emitted in connection with the transition from E i to E f (final state). To describe the K α emission spectra which corresponds to an electron going from the 2P to the 1S shell, the fine structure of the emitting state has to be considered.
The creation of inner (K-) shell vacancies is accompanied by ionization and excitation of outer shell electrons (L-and M-shell) resulting in different satellite lines. Satellite energies significantly increase with the number of vacancies and excited states, respectively. The intensity ratio of different lines is determined according to their statistical weight (LS coupling) and the abundance of corresponding emitters with respect to the plasma parameters. To introduce plasma effects, the electron-ion plasma screening is described within an ion sphere model approximation [4] and the electron-electron plasma screening is described within a quantum statistical approach by the Montroll-Ward self-energy contribution.
Using coupled Saha equations, we consider the different charge states in thermodynamic equilibrium [3] . Finally, we add Lorentz profiles and convolute with a Gaussian instrument function to calculate synthetic spectra from the plasma shifted emission energies.
We compare our results with the experimental data presented in [1] as well as with theoretical results obtained with the FLYCHK code, also given in [1] .
FLYCHK [5, 6, 7] provides emission spectra and ionization distributions within plasmas by solving rate equations for level populations considering collisional and radiative atomic processes. The code is well benchmarked for long-pulse laser experiments. However, there can appear jumps in the density of nearly neutral ion species if bound states are pressure ionized. When constructing synthetic X-ray spectra, line components that involve vanishing states have to be removed by hand if there is no steady fade out of its contribution with respect to the plasma parameters [8] . We apply an approach where pressure ionized states shift steadily into the continuum and no extra treatment is needed [9, 10] .
Unperturbed emitter

Ionization energies
Solving self-consistent Roothaan-Hartree-Fock equations, we calculate the isolated ionic emitter energies using the chemical ab initio code Gaussian 03 [11] . The code was developed to perform molecular electronic structure calculations and is a powerful tool to determine the relevant binding, ionization and excitation energies for ions in different charge states.
The isolated, neutral Ar atom has 18 electrons bound to the nucleus. Removing stepwise the outer electrons, we look at ions up to the 14th ionization stage, see Tab 1. Moreover, we do not only consider the ground state configurations but also some excited states of the ions. We found the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set [12, 13, 14] most suitable for the Ar system considered here. To show that G03
and the chosen basis set are reliable, we compare our calculated ground state ionization energies with different theoretical values in Tab. 2 and Fig. 1 . N is the number of remaining electrons after ionization. The values for the emission energies differ only by some eV. The agreement is such, that the results in Fig. 1 can hardly be distinguished. The values in the table show that the ionization energy increases with increasing charge state of Ar. As the removed electrons can no longer screen the core, the remaining electrons are bound stronger and more energy is needed to remove the next electron. The kink at N = 9 is due to the fact that for larger N there are still electrons in the M-shell which are much less bound than L-shell electrons. we consider configurations with electrons excited to higher levels like 3d, these excited electrons are the ones to be removed by ionization. Hence we observe no kink at N = 9 but a smooth increase of ionization energy with rising charge.
Emission energies
The emission energies of the cold K α doublet are found at about K α1 = 2958 electron has to be added in 1s (1s 2 ) and one has to be removed from 2p (2p 6 -2p 0 ). Analogously to the ionization energies, we also take into account excited emitter configurations with one valence electron in a higher shell (4s, 3d, 3p or 3s depending on the charge state). As a result we obtain emission energies similar to the ones where the valence electron is already ionized. Accordingly, the sharp rise in the emission energies of the excited states occurs one ionization step earlier than for the ground states, see Fig. 3 . and Ar 12+ (N = 6) transitions. This is in contrast to the data shown by
Neumayer et al. [1] where these states are more separated. The kink between 
plasma polarization
We add a plasma environment to the emitters and calculate shifts of the energy levels caused by the surrounding charges within a perturbative approach.
To determine the distribution of the free plasma electrons around the quasistatic ionic emitters, an ion sphere or confined atom model is used [9] . The ion sphere contains a nucleus of charge Z = 18 and the respective number of electrons, so that the system in total is neutral. The electron density is distributed within the whole sphere and divided into the density of bound and free electrons. Accordingly, the radial Poisson equation for the potential φ(r) reads ∆φ(r) = 4πe n e (r) + 4πe n b (r) − 4πZe δ(r).
The free electron density is determined self-consistently,
with the minimum momentum p 0 = 2me φ(r). The iteration starts with the potential where the free electron density is assumed to be constant throughout the sphere and follows
with the Wigner-Seitz radius R which is the boundary of the ion sphere. We solve the radial Poisson equation iteratively and finally obtain a self-consistent free electron density which forms a polarization cloud close to the nucleus and dilutes for larger radii. Due to the screening of the free electrons the energy levels and hence the emission energies are shifted. We calculate these shifts in a first order perturbation theory approach to the Hamiltonian. As a result, shown in Fig. 4 , we obtain line shifts to lower energies in the order of some eV depending on both the plasma temperature k B T and the average free electron density n e . This effect is referred to as plasma polarization shift and can be explained as follows [9] : The free electrons screen the nucleus resulting in lower values of binding energies. As the 1s level is localized closer to the nucleus than 2p, it is more affected by the screening of the nucleus and thus experiences the larger shift. Since the emission energy is given by the difference of the two involved levels the spectral line is red shifted to lower energies. The red shift increases with rising free electron density as the screening of the nucleus rises as well. However, the red shift decreases with rising plasma temperature. This is due to the fact that the self-consistently determined free electron density within the ion sphere is not constant but radially dependent. A screening cloud of free electrons is formed around the nucleus and the density dilutes for larger radii. The higher the temperature the more this screening cloud is spatially extended ('smeared out') and the actual free electron density close to the nucleus decreases, resulting in a lower red shift.
plasma composition
Plasma polarization is not only important to calculate the accurate emission line positions but also to determine the plasma composition itself. In contrast to be that large that the continuum is reached and the bound electron is set free (pressure ionization, Mott effect [2] ). Hence, we obtain another free electron and a new ion species. In the following we will outline how we calculated the plasma composition taking into account the polarization shifts we determined within the ion sphere model. For more details see again [9, 10] .
Assuming a local thermal equilibrium, we apply Saha equations to determine the abundance of the different ion species,
Here we use a representation of the chemical potential of species c which is of the same form as the one for the classical ideal gas, µ c = k B T ln 
Here, m denotes the m-th ionization stage with respect to the uncharged atom (reference state). Accordingly, n (0) and n (m) are the densities of particles in these states. Keeping the total particle density fixed at the bulk value the following conservation laws are used to solve the system of Saha equations
Here, we limit ourselves to a maximum number of ionization stages sufficient for temperatures we are interested in (T ≤ 180 eV) , i.e. the sum doesn't run until 18 but is considered up to the boron like ion Ar 13+ .
Let us now consider the electronic partition function σ in e . As for the electrons no internal degrees of freedom have to be taken into account, we split the partition function into the ideal part represented by the statistical weight and a Boltzmann factor containing the interaction energy, σ in e = g e e −∆e/k B T .
As we take into account different ionization stages the statistical weight of the m-th successive ionization step will add up to g m e = 2 m . The electron interaction energy ∆ e is treated as a rigid, momentum independent quasi-particle shift of the free particle energies and divided into an electron-ion interaction term and electron-electron interaction term. According to [9] the total internal partition function of the non-degenerate free electrons is given by
For the contribution of the electron-electron interaction we use the Montroll- For the internal partition functions of the ions σ in (m) we have to consider internal degrees of freedom, i.e. differently excited bound states. The dynamical screening due to the plasma environment leads to a lowering of the ionization energies up to vanishing of bound states at the Mott densities (pressure ionization) [2] . Applying the Planck-Larkin renormalization the internal partition function for the m-th ionization stage reads as follows
To obtain this equation we separate the energies E sphere model with constant free electron density for dense and cool plasmas an the other hand [7] . If bound states merge into the continuum the calculations get discontinuous since these states suddenly disappear from the implemented rate equations. Using effective bound states reduces these events. Within our approach there is no such discontinuity thanks to the use of the Planck-Larkin renormalization of bound states.
As shown above we also use an ion sphere model to calculate the continuum lowering, however, the free electron density within the sphere is not constant but radially dependent. All in all we observe several Mott transitions in solid density Argon at temperatures below 50 eV which lead to a higher degree of ionization. Looking at Fig. 5 sodium, neon and flour like states seem to be rather stable. Hence, the slope of the charge state in 
Synthetic spectra and temperature distribution
To construct synthetic spectra from the shifted emission energies every line as well as its fine structure components is assigned a Lorentz profile with natural line width γ and maximum intensity I max ,
The central line position E 0 is given by the plasma shifted line positions. Typically the p 3/2 component of the K α transition provides the main contribution and we identify our emission energies obtained so far with these line components.
To take into account fine structure splitting, we add the p 1/2 components semiempirically. From NIST tables [17] it is known that the fine structure splitting of Ar K α is 2.01 eV.
The maximum intensity is mainly given by the emitter abundance in the plasma. We determine all intensities relatively with respect to a reference state,
Ar -like FWHM of charge state distribution from Neumayer et al. [1] For the electron transitions considered here, we assume nearly constant dipole matrix elements
with respect to excitation and ionization of outer shells since the one particle wave functions ϕ in (initial state, 2p) and ϕ fin (final state, 1s) change only very slightly [10] . Hence, the Einstein coefficients for spontanious emisssion is simply ∝ E total density is fixed at the bulk value, the free electron density corresponds to the plasma composition.
one large main peak which shifts to higher energies with rising temperatures.
With further increase of the temperature we enter the regime of L-shell ionization, the main peak becomes less prominent and several distinguishable peaks appear corresponding to the separated emission energies of the respective ions.
We calculated spectra up 160 eV where the last L-shell satellite is dominant.
Experimentally observed higher emission energies mainly arise from ions with only one or two electrons (Ly-α, He-α, intercombination line) and represent the conditions of the blow-off plasma instead of bulk properties.
We apply a superposition of our spectra for different temperatures to model the experimental results obtained by Neumayer et al. [1] . To obtain the best fit the weight of the different spectra is determined within a variational approach using the method of least squares. Results for the best fit and the corresponding temperature distribution are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , respectively.
The superimposed spectrum shows a good agreement especially for the M- 
discussion and conclusion
The temperature distribution we obtain is similar to the theoretical results of Neumayer et al. [1] : a two-peaked curve with the first focus at lower temperatures of some 10 eV, the second focus at more than 100 eV higher temperatures and a less pronounced region in between. However, there is a significant difference between the distribution of Neumayer et al. and the results shown here: our first focus lies at about 20 eV lower plasma temperature. This difference is due to the different results of the composition calculations. The results for undisturbed peak positions are rather the same, showing blue shifted emission energies as described above. But as we obtain higher degrees of ionization at lower temperatures, we also see the blue shift of emission energies at lower temperatures and hence we obtain a temperature of about 27 eV instead of 50 eV to fit the main peak of the measured spectrum. Neumayer et al. discussed several mechanisms like resistive heating or radiative heating that might help to explain the absence of temperatures below 50 eV. However, our results suggest that these influences might not be as substantial as the authors assumed.
We see that the details of the synthetic spectra need further discussion.
Firstly, the unperturbed spectra calculated by different approaches here and in Ref. [1] show differently distributed transitions for the L-shell excitations. Our close lying Ar 11+ and Ar 12+ states are in contrast to the data used by Neumayer et al. where these states are more separated. Secondly, the distribution of transitions as a function of the energy is broader in Ref. [1] so that the L-shell peaks in the final spectrum merge. Whereas we obtain clearly separated structures.
The calculation of atomic states and transitions is a question of the used codes and surely needs special consideration in future works.
Furthermore, the broadening of the lines is different in both approaches. Using the same parameter values for the broadening of all lines overestimates the width for the main peak (Ar + to Ar 9+ ) and underrates the width for the higher lying peaks as pointed out above. A more detailed discrimination of the widths would improve the agreement between theory and experimental data. In particular, the low minima between the theoretical peaks will possibly be smeared out. A quantum statistical approach to the line width would be desirable which is well elaborated for H-like systems but needs further development for mid-Z materials.
The inclusion of plasma effects, especially shifts and the merging of bound states with the continuum, is important to discuss the composition of the plasma and the density of free electrons. We have shown that such effects have significant influence on the inferred temperature distribution. However, in order to describe the origin of the inferred temperature profile, kinetic codes and hydrodynamic simulations are inevitable. In general we have shown that K-alpha spectroscopy is an interesting means for plasma diagnostics and allows an estimate of the temperature profile in warm dense matter.
